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00:20:35 Malik Awan: Greetings!

00:21:07 Ka Ho Mok_LU: great to see you all again online after the first day face

to face conference

00:22:27 Marta Kozlowska: Indeed - great to have it in this format, too!

00:31:13 CGHE Webinars: CGHE website: https://researchcghe.org/

00:31:30 Mustafa SÖZBİLİR: Good morning from Turkey! It is great to be able to

participate. Thank you for making this online session.

00:31:32 CGHE Webinars: Social media: https://linktr.ee/researchcghe

00:40:15 Razia Bux: Good morning from Cape Town, South Africa. Looking fwd to a

great day together!

00:48:43 Vincent Carpentier: Hello everyone! Regarding question time, please

indicate you want to ask a question by sending a message in the chat. Wait to be called in by

me and then turn on mic and camera and ask question.

01:01:28 Razia Bux: Interested in hearing more about the Sub-Saharan Africa

representation in terms of language cover of the 98 that were published plz. What

advancement has been created through partnerships with universities in these areas?

01:03:21 Ka Ho Mok_LU: Would like to you sharing how would we as the

international research community can do for promoting for a more inclusive science

community, especially against the context of growing quality outputs in other regions like

Asia and Africa?

01:10:19 Vincent Carpentier: Dear colleagues. Please do not hesitate to add your

question in the chat.

01:14:38 Catherine Montgomery: Brilliant talk and fascinating research. How can

universities or research communities play a role in addressing these inequalities and

exclusions? Would there way of academic journals suggesting metrics which value more

equal participation? The problem with this is it is another metric!

01:15:25 Marta Kozlowska: Excellent talk - thank you so much David!

01:16:00 Razia Bux: Sorry Chair i'm unable to

01:16:10 Mustafa SÖZBİLİR: Thank you so much brilliant talk David!



01:16:19 Bernard Lee: Very detailed presentation! Thanks David!

01:16:51 Katie: Thank you David for such an insightful presentation

01:17:43 Mustafa SÖZBİLİR: David, what is your views about use of Google Scholar

database for scientific metrics?

01:17:52 Asif Bayezid: Fantastic talk- thanks so much David! Do we have any national

or academic level policy propositions to mitigate the inequality in the academic publish

arena? Thanks once again.

01:18:12 Razia Bux: Replying to "Interested in hearin..."

Could you plz excuse me as I'm unable to use my mic right now. I would like to lobby for this

data to change! So, I'm keen to hear Davids views!

01:18:55 Vincent Carpentier: Replying to "Interested in hearin..."

no pbl.

01:23:09 Vassiliki Papatsiba: Absolutely fascinating, David! You seamlessly blended

history and data analysis and a truly captivating exploration of social networks and individual

contributions. Excellent scholarship. Thank you.

01:23:19 Katie: David, how might we as researchers acknowledge this bias when

considering our research validity and reliability?

01:24:10 Peter Regelous: What is the discussion on Using ChatGPT for Academic

Publications?

01:27:36 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining this session. Our next session,

‘Panel 1: Tertiary education and research amid global crises’, will begin at 10:30am (UK). Join

here: https://zoom.us/j/94096037085?pwd=ZHZPRkhYNVVWc3Jjeks3cW1CTjNSdz09

01:32:45 Catherine Montgomery: Brilliant talk and very engaging. Thanks very

much David

01:33:01 Eileen Kennedy: Thanks for an excellent talk!

01:33:01 Maia Chankseliani: Thank you, David. Such an excellent talk!

01:33:06 Amardeep Kumar: Brilliant Presentation! Thank you

01:33:07 Abdirashid Ahmed: Insightful and thanks a lot David


